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Optimism and care for African countries 
Author: Auke van Eijsden 
... Strict lockdowns in African countries seem effective for the time being. But take economic concerns to. 

..."Desperate people without food has nothing to lose. This is how social and political tensions." 

The corona virus would hit hard in African countries, experts feared at the beginning of the 
global crisis. Poor hygiene, inadequate health systems and instability seemed to herald a deadly 
one cocktail. According to WHO boss Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus had to continent are 
preparing for one disaster scenario.  

But a month and a half after the World Health Organization the virus outbreak declared a 
pandemic, Africa seems to be dancing for the time being gush. Many countries responded fast 
with strict lockdowns, causing the spread of the virus was contained. The official number corona 
kill is at 1500 –spacious three times less than in the Netherlands. These are good signals, too 
American economist Edward Miguel. "May be African countries are actually less affected. The 
continent has advantages: the population is young and countries have experience with infectious 
diseases. " Miguel is very optimistic, however not. The professor of economics at the University 
of California specializes in developing countries and works a lot in Africa. The local situation 
does not always cheer. Even with a minor outbreak serves others disasters, he warns. 

How much value should we attach to the African figures on it coronavirus?  

"You have to look at it critically, though that also for western countries applies. Running in 
many African countries the number of infections and deaths slowly up. However, it is not clear 
what exactly caused this because there is a great lack testing. Probably spreads the virus is 
indeed not very fast, but you can assume that the figures are also so low because of limited 
information.' 

It is often pointed to major medical backlog in Africa. You say: the continent also has 
advantages. "That indeed applies to a pandemic if this. We know about others countries that the 
coronavirus mainly the elderly. The African population is very young: in most countries is the 
average age twenty years. 3 percent at most the population is over sixty. Which is a protective 
factor. in addition have past experiences Africa prepared for infectious diseases. The continent is 
hard affected by the AIDS epidemic and recently the Ebola virus. Be after that systems 
established for surveillance and testing - in some ways running African countries really a few 
steps ahead of Europe and the United States. " 
 
Why are you worried?  
 
"It is too early to be successful to speak. Science has itself deposited worldwide on the 
coronavirus, yet much remains unclear. Africa also has disadvantages: many people have tropical 
diseases, or are HIV positive and have a weak immune system. What the consequences of which 
are currently present, is unknown. It would be a disaster scenario are like the coronavirus people 
with other infectious diseases faster or hit harder. Then a large part runs of the population. And 
that is only still medical. By the strict lockdowns also arise economically disasters. " African 
countries' policies the corona crisis is often an exact copy of what in Europe and America 



happens: strict lockdowns, keep your distance, stay indoors and shops Close. That worries the 
American economist of great concern. Because though lockdowns slow down the spread, 
they are in a different way still life threatening. 'That is it big difference with western countries, 
and therefore you can fight the corona don't just take over. Many people in developing countries 
live of up to $ 2 a day - and don't think they have another one have a large buffer on the bank 
stand. If they don't for a few weeks they have nothing to go back to to fall. " 
 
Measures people had to take now threaten them survival. Is the drug worse than the 
disease?  
 
"If the low number of infections and deaths are correct, are severe measures apparently necessary 
and useful been. But that is not clear. In addition, lockdowns not consistently enforced. 
Businesses have to close, but in many areas people can practice just go outside. Measures also 
vary by region and by day - which means a lot of exercise of people takes place and the virus can 
spread. The only certainty is economic woes. Stores be closed and people lose their job, but what 
do they get there medical in return? Nobody who know for sure. " 
 
What are the social ones effects? 
 
"Poor farmers in rural areas are hit less hard, both medical and economic: they eat them own 
food and hooves for them don't work out the village. The problem is mainly in large cities. As 
your store is closed due to a lockdown, you have no income and you have nowhere to go. 
Desperate people without food have nothing to lose. This is how social and political tensions. As 
the measures take longer and millions people almost die of the hunger, conflict and coups on the 
lurk. That's a disaster scenario, but I'm not ruling it out. " 
 

Western countries can do that disaster scenario appearance?  
 
"Very simple: curse the debt lost from African countries. Of course the West has to take care of 
sufficient medical equipment and corona tests, but I can't do enough emphasize how important it 
is debt cancellation. Which would be really sensible. It helps African countries because they 
therefore sufficient financial resources to get the coronavirus combat. But it is also good for it 
countries like the Netherlands. Because as long the virus has not disappeared worldwide, no one 
is safe. " 
 
This can meet resistance: financial aid to poor countries while people lose their jobs themselves. 
"You put your finger on the sore spot. Rich countries mainly look at themselves. Traditionally, 
the US had a leadership role, but since Donald Trump comes none of that rightly so. I also 
understand the development aid aversion to people who are economically themselves heavy, but 
it is shortsighted. If we don't have the virus worldwide bring it under control term again on 
something. That costs us in the end a lot more. Politicians must therefore be the difficult one 
convey important message: we understand and support you, but we need to look beyond the 
concerns next week. " 


